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A

THE DEVELOPMENT, OF
MEASUOEVENT SYSTEMS

Systems of measurement were developed by early cultures to meet the
need for a means of Lomnriunication, fora means of e4pressing specific
quantities, penods of time: distances, and the like The systems of
weights and measures these cultures created were among their earliest
and most important tools Theprst such standards were related.to familiar
things-2-y natural phenomena such as the phases of the moon;and to
parts or characteristics of the human body such as the Icngth of one's
stride And because there was little,exchanee of goods and ideas among
early peoRles, numerous discrete measurement systems evolved and
grew in complexity as the cultures developed

As contact between cultures increased, measurement systems were
modified and merged so that standards would be meaningful to larger
groups of people, tb05 facilitating the growing exchange oif goods and
knowledge 4.1-aclitn and provincialism encouraged the proliferation of
systems of measurement, particularly in Europe This complexity was
further complicated by the practice of creating many. units unique titthe
objects being measured, as hands, for example, were and still are Used to
measure the height of a horse

Among the systems that evolved in this - generally haphazard manner
was'the imperial systerh, formerly the pnmary system of we and -
measures in Great Bntain It-includes elements of the Babylonian, Egyp-
tian, Roman, Anglo-Saxon, acid Norman French systems which were
gradually standardized into a loosely related structure And it is this
system that the United States largely adopted, as the customary system
(also referred to as the British, English, Bntish/Amencan, or American
system) of inches, feet, pounds, dry and liquid quarts, and so on

The metric (meaning "measuring") systema'system of weights and
measures based on the number 10also has evolved and changed over
the centuries, but in a much more deliberate manner. During the sixteenth

century Simon Stevin, a Flemish mathematician, first published a theory
Of decimal fractions and propoVd a decimal measurement system,. thus-
laying the theoretical foundation for the development of the metric
system .'(1)Then in 1670 Gabnel Mouton of Prance suggested a decimal

*Numbers inp.arentheses appeanng in the text refer to Selected Research Referenceswhich
begin on page 29
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(- system of weights and measures using the meter. the basic unit of length
based on a physical constant, a section of the earth's circumference By
1790 the French Academy had developed.0 coordirrated", dc...ffilally
lattc1 system of measurement for length, area, volume, and /ass based on
this iirtriciple, using the metric units of meters, liters, and grams with the
prefixes milli-. centi-, and deci- indicating subdivisions of these units,
and deca-, hectcf., and kilo- indicating multiplq

As the use of the metric system spread, there was need of greater
standardtication, so in 1875, the representatives of 17'hations!meeting in

Pans, set specific standards for the meter and the kilogram, and estab-
lished the Interrkational Bureau of Weights and Measures Eventually a
General Conference of Weights and Measures was formed to contrathis
Bureau. The Conference continues to meet every six years, and in 1960 it

presented a modernized metric system called Le Systeme International
d'Unites (the International System of Units) or SI, redefining the meter in
terms of a wavelength of light.

1) A METRIC WORLD

International Cohversion
to the Metric System

The adoption, or commitmeht to adoption, of the metric system is now
almost universal The French officially adopted it in 1795 following the
French Revolutionpartially because of wide variations in their existing
system, resulting in frauds and disagreements over errors. Another
reason for the adoption may have been aritiroyalist sentiment against any
reminders of the feudal system: the yard had been defined as the distance
fronrHenn's nose to his thumb. (30) But even then, the metric system
was not an immediate success, and France eventually had to make its use

compulsory in .1840 .

European and South Ameritan nations did gradually accept the metric
system, but .Gerardus Vervoort (106) indicates that adoption of the
system may have been hindered by.the enthusiasm of metrw supporters in
applying the system to areas other than weight and measures For
example, some suggested a new calendak, begin ng with the year one,

with 10-day weeks and no Sabbath, thus associ ing the metric system

6
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with atheism. And after-the Napoleonic wars, there existed a reluctance in
many countries to,accept anything French

Japan began its metric conversion in 1921, not fully completing it until
about 1962, and China converted after World War II Then in 1965 Great
Britain began its conversion or fol-lowed by South Afnda
in 1966 and Australia, New Zealand. and Canada in 1970, leaving the
United States as the only major industetalized nation ,Uncommitted to

1 ,adoption of the metric system

The Metric Controgersy in the United States
During this period of international conversion to metrics, the United

States took no definitive actionbut certainly not because of lack of
.-2, --support for adoption of the metric system as our primary system of

weights and measures The controversy over Whether or not to change to
the metric system has continued tbroeighout our history .

In 17'90 Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson prepared and presented to
' Congress unified systems of weights and measures and of coinageboth....

ba,sed on the decimal system The monetary system was adopted, and
although it was discussed over a period of sit years, no action was taken

, on Jefferson's measurement system, which he based on an absAlute
standard ford in the physical universethe movement of a pendulum
rod ovet,2 seconds In this case, the standard length was to be a rod about'
58 7,inclies long, Which would be divided into 5 new feet, each consisting
of 10 new inches The standard mass, called an ounce, was to be one
cubic inch of rainwater Eackbasic unit of length, mas, and volume was
to be related to the others, and all multiples and subdivisions were to be
decimally related

Then in 1821 Secretary of State John Quincy Adams issued the Report
i Upon Weights told Measures in which he discussed' the advantages and

r disadvantages of the metric and customary systems He found the metric
system to.have tli&vetic,a1 advantages, but concluded that its adoption
was not practicable at the timepartly because of our commerce with
nonmetnc Great Britain Instead he suggested standardization within the
English framework . II.

Leaders in politics. science, education, and business continued to
suppott the metric system. and in 1866 it was made legal, but not
mandatdry, to use metric measurements in the United States It was
thought at the time that this step would bring about metric conversion.. Nit

7
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peoplelernamed 'reluctant to change unless "everyone" dlOhn 1893, the
metric meter and kilogram, however, were made the standards by whinh
our customary yard and pound are respectively defined

Congressional hianngs on metric conversion began once more in the
1920's, again with6ut resulting legislation, and various types of metric
Jegislationliave been introduced in every session otCongress'since about
1960 The Metric Study bill, approved in 1968, called for an

investigationthe U S Metric Studyof the, relative merits of the
metric system The final report of the three -year. $2 5-million study, A
Metric A merica.,A Decision Whose Time Has Come (27)*, was submitted
to Congress in 1971 by Secretary of Commerce Maurice H Stans This
report supported metric conversion, recvunending deliberate and care-
ful voluntary change over a 10-year penoalwith a national program to be
coordinated by an official body representative of all segments of the
economy The report further stated that conversion costs should "lie
whefe they fall" with no government reimbursement, as aq incentive to
keep costs down and as a means of ensunn-g that those who would be
benefited would be the ones to bear the costs It also recommended that an
immediate priority be given to educating students in school and the public
as a whole to think in metric terms

In spite of the report, legislation calling for voluntary conversion was
again defeated in 1972 and 1973 Then the passage of the Education
Amendments of 1974 finally gave impetus to conversiom encouraging
edUoational institutions to prepare students lo use the metric system To
flicilitate this, the Cownissionef of Education was authorized to spend
$10 million for each fi*al year ending before July I. 1978, for contracts.
and grants to educational institutions, state and local education agencies,
and public-gild pnvate nonprofit groups to carry out the intent of the
legislation. And finally, in December 1975, legislation calling for a

voluntary conversion.and the eventual appointment by the Presi-
dent of a metric board was approved by Congress.

Why has the controversy over "going metric" continued so long in the
United Siates?.Why has the movement to metric conversion been so
cautious9 Arguments for and against metric. conversion Ire discussed
more fully in many of the Suggested Readings but a summary of the
major points is presented below to indicate some f the problems we will
face in learning to think metric.-

A/4

People in,the United States have not been accus omed to adipting to the
systems' of other countries whether Ian uages, customs, or

8



4
measurementsso such a change may appear traumatic in nature. Su.p-
porters of the customary syStem conclude that:
'1 The cost of metric conversion would be from $50-100 billion. (5)
2. Such a formidable change is not worth the great cost when the United

States has become nch, successful, and technologically. advanced
using customary measurements.

3. Our export trade with rn4tric countries is not significant enough to
warrant such a disruption of our economy.

' 4 Workers would have to be retrained, and those workers who own It
their own tOols would have to replace many of them with metric
tools[
The nation Would be handicapped during the transition by having to
be bilingualLe fatruhar with both customary and metnc meas-
-tires, industry would have to maintain double inventories, and
consumers might not understand What they were'gelting in their
purchases.

6. Since komputers that would handle the more complicated problems
can work with any units, there would be no reason to change to
facilitate measurement-related computations.

7 A change from measures based 6n natural, familiar characteristics
such as the length of a peison's foot, to the artificial metric measures
would cause fed and anxiety among the public

8. Having to work with unfamiliar units might result in 'mistakes that
would threaten healtk or safety

9 The customary systeth is easier to work with, because it consists of
ork-syllable terms

10. It is actually often easier to do simple computaticia mentally with
customary units than it would be with metrft ones

Thz argument that we need not change systems because such or
trading pat-trigs as Great Britain and Canada'are nonmetric is no Idnger
valid as &tat Britain nears completion of..metrication and Canada is
committed to being fully metric by about r980.

1 ,Proponents of the metric system find that.
I. Changing to the metric system is necessary to maintain a favorable

balance of trade, and conversion would thus stimulate the economy.
According to Frances Lauer of the Metric Association, "Every
Presideni'has had a plan for switching to metric. But for years
Congress was dominated by agricultural people 'who could not see
that we were becoming a highly technological nation." (34)

5
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2 The metnc system is logically planned andeasy to team, because the
average person would use only about 10 basic -unit (as cdmpated ;4*
with over50 customary units). Once these units are-leltne'd7they,ap
also easier to remember and work with because of the "detkrnal:
relationship among units and the coordination of measures for
length ,, area, volume, apd .mass

3 The metric system can be quickly and painlessly taught to the public
through product and .Public service advertising, adult education
courses, etc

4 Beciuse decimals are easier to learn and to compute with than
frknons, incrdased accuracy in all areas would result

5. Conversion to metnc provides an opportunity to eliminate superflu%
ous product 31Z06 and parts, and to create a more rational market-
place., Price comparisons would be facilitated for cans timers if

I packaging were rationalized into even decimal sizes
6 Using liters and grams would eliminate existing confusion between

such units as dry and fluid ounces, pints, and quarts. 4Itt
7. U,S adOption,of the metnc system would allow our greater partici-

pawn in estatilishing international engineenng standards and would
facilitate international cooperation 5mong scientats in all fields

8 The actual costs of conversion are hard to identify beforehand, so ,

opponents' esti matesmay be totally wrong. The United States is now
drifting medic, so there will be conversion costs anywaybut a
national, coordinated plan would mean net savings (80)

9 Metnc conversion will employ the "rule oIreason "it would not
mean a sudden change to the practice of cooking by weight used in
raany metric countries, and such familiar things as the (00 -yard
football field would remain Also, exact conversion from customary
to nletnc uhits would notibe.made For exa le, car owners would
buy one liter of oil rather than 0.946 liter, the e act conversion from

,
one quart.

The major objections to metnc conversion that specifically relate to.
education generally involve anticipated costs-

1 Cfianging textbooks and equipment would cost $1 billion over three
to five ye4rs (27)

2. Time anb money would be involved in retraining teachers and 4
revising cumcula

3. Students would become confused by having to learn both customary

10
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and metric units during the transition, ind suqh dual instruction. .
would take more class time..

B while there wduld be problems related to education, none would be
ntable, according to inetnc supporters:

) Bevis n, of the cumculum to ensure that:students learn to think in
metric er than Customary teims Would provide an opp'ortunity for"
complete revigion Octlie way students are taught about measurement
as well as 'of the syst they learn to use.

2. A certain amo me-savitfg from reduced treatment of fractions
and the dropping of conversion among measurement systems.would.
result: Authorities hay, also found that specific instruction oik.con-
version within the customary system is re,quired, but time would not
have to be.deVoted to this if the metric system were in use. (83) Some
estimate that two years of anthmetic teaching.iime could be saved at -
the elementary level; some Say 10%, others 25%. (29) There 'would
be little, if any, savindunng the transition because as Idng as there
is not complete conversion in the public area, students Would have to
learn both measurement systems. There would be some saving- of ,

time in,upper-level science courses, however, since the metric sys-
tem would not have to be taught in secondary sohools`.

3. "Because the Metric system would save tea&iing time, it would also
save money Some estimates place the savings at $30 per pupil. (34) \
Frank Ddnovan (29) quotes Fred J. Ilelgren of the tvletnc Associa-
tion as finding estimates made in theT964's of $.15-per-pupil-pet-
year savings inaccurate, because they do not accouAlifbr the fact that
some teaching of fractions must still take place. And in reality, there
would not be d dollar savings since the timf and Money gainedwould
be used elsewhere in the cumculum, pert* giving students-more
tithe to explore individual interests. (90)

4. Era costs for updated texts and eqUipMeiitipuld be mininial.in a
10-yearconversion. Textbooks are norma4rev(sed about every five
years:, and reference materials in libraries wulci become *dated and .

. need replacement after 10 years anyway. And if equipment such as
that in school shops,could not be adained to metric units, itcould be
replaced as needed, with older equipment beingseplaced fifst, over
the 10-year cycle, thus reduCing additional cost and *prOviding a
school the chance to revamp the learning etakiiment.

5. Costs for retraining teachers would z$o not be great because this
Could be done through regular.in-service and continuing education

0
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programs and Workshops. And eventually there would be no need for

such training as those schooled in -the metric .system entered the

profession.
6. There is less to learn in the metric system than in the customary

system; the almai relationthips of .multipleg and subdivisions

simplify teadliiNg and are' easier for students to work with than

fractions and mixed numbers are This greater simplicity results in

greater accuracy:
' 7. Slower students,would be able to learn the metnc system more easily

than they do the customary system, because they would be Working

with whole numbers (However, Roxee W loly.(50) reports'that
such claims hold far instruction in the early grades bat not jn

seeondary-leVel sciences.)
Certainly the United States is not moving blindly into metric adoption

In addition to all the data gathered on rnetnc conversion problems, needs,

attitudes. goals, etc , by the Metric Study, the experiences of ,other
countries can teach us about the possible successes and failures of

conversion. In 1973 the National Institute of Education funded an Ame-ri-
.

can Institutes of Research. (AIR) study (20) of the educational problems'',

faced by Great Britain,. Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, ,and

Canada. Among the things that have been learned from such studies is the

import f scheduling. Because Great $ntain fell behind schedule

(gener t the fault of the education system), students suffered the

consequences by having to become total,ly involved in the metric system

in school .while living in a nonmetric society. And in Japan metric

conversion kegan in 1921 when the metric system was intruced in the
...primary schools,'buot was not completed until about 1%2 because of the

lack of A strong plan and a firm schedule. While the early introduction of

metrics into the schools facilitated the final change, it was not enough by

itself to bring about conversion. (27) . /1
In looking at cost factors, the AIR study (20) investigated claims of

--L.savings of up to 25% in time'spent on arithmetic and dollar savings of up

to $500 million per year. No evidence was found to support or deny the

claims. (19) But Donovin (29) reports that in India estimatesof probable

costs ran far 'ahead of actual expenditures Introduction of the metric

system in Indian schools Was actually easier than expected, and students

'learned the system, without difficulty, even though proper tbxts were hard

to obtain.
Another clear lesson concerns the impo-tance of communication.

12



Great Bntain aihieved success earlier in industry than m the consumer
sector. As a result, recommendations would include getting the 'public
thvolved and indoctnnated early in inetncatton to avoid the problems the
Bntish faced living in a lia1f-metnc, half-impenal environment (30) As a
means of promoting early and extensive public away ness, Australia and
Canada used such methods as employing metncs i sports and weather

creports And in Japan the Metric System Promos n Committee distri-
buted pamphlets and posters and used mass media to educate consumers
and workers (27)

THE ROLE OF EDUCATION

Expenence in the United States and abroad points to the education systeni
as a key factor in successful metnc conversion Surveys conducted as part
of the Metnc StCdy showed that the more familiar people are with the
metric system, the'rnore they favor its adoption as our primary form Of
measurement. (27)

In Greif Bntain industry led metncation with the suppoit of govern-
ment, andsducation followed. In the United States most industnal firms
surveyed dunng the Metric Stydy saw metric conversion to be in the ,

national interest, but few- were prepared to assume leadership in this
conversion. "In this situation, it seems clear that education could play a
much different role; and if a nationally coordinated program of going
metnc were to be undertaken in the U.S., then it would be appropriate for
education to ;lead." (90)

As we consider the.role education will be expect ed to play in metnc
Conversion, we see thal. the areas Of-teacher preparation, a well-planned
curriculum, and adequate instructional 11111111trials will be crucial to the
success of the conversion

\
Teacher Preparation

In order to instruct students adequately, teachers must be thorotegfity
knowledgeable of and conversant with metrics, in, short, they mu$ be
comfortable enough with the system'to think metric: Educators agree that
some type of in:service training will be needed by teachers in, all
fieldswith elementary teachers, especially those in self-contained

15
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classrooms, needing the most intensive instruction and secondary - science
and mathematics teacherskedmg minimal refresh pr courses

Estimates on the amounTlof training vary Dunng thei970 Education
C9nference of the Metnc Study, John F,Kourmadas a the National
Association of Secondary School Frrincipals NASSP) dornated that 8-15
hours of jp-service training would be needed (90), and Joseph R
Caravellf(17) reports that preliminary results from a pilot metnc educa-
tion program in Hawaii confirmed the Metnc Study's estimate that
training can be done in 10-15 hours -

Albert B Chalupsky and Jack J. Crawford (19) thihk the initial
emphasis of such training should be on giving teachers an awareness both

of the purpose of and the need for inetnc conversion and showing them
how such a change will affect their lives and those of their students `They
also firtd it essential to reassure teachers that rnetncs are not cult top
learn and that a change to the metnc syMem is not threatenim nal

report of the Metnc Study (27) states that "Educators are nearly un ni-
mous in their endorsement of the.metnc.system," that "Virtually all thx
individuals in the educational system . make some use of thf rnetc
system and are in favor of a planned conversion program. But
NAA finds that while many educatorsOave supported metriCPconversion,
this support has not been universal or "militantly aggressive (90,11mBy

identifying and analyzing the reasons why teachers might resist metric
conversion (i e , they are "too old' "to learn a new system, cm they worry
abourmaking conversions between measurement systems'which are not
really necepary if one thinks metnc), Chalupsky and CraWford (19)
conclude that more offeCtiv.e teacher training strategies can be designed to

overcome these problems
There is also agreement that teachers should-betaught as they will

teach their students and that only by actually working With the metnc
system in a laboratory or classroom situation can they become farrttliall

with it In prepanng to go metnc in the public schools, Maryland
educators proposed a two-and-a-half to three-day concentrated workshop,'
with half the time sperd on learning the system and half spent actually
using it (71) Plans for Hatvaii'spilot metnc program included 8.to 15
hours of condensed Inetnc training just pnor to the actual teaching of the,

/ystem, with emPhitsis on teaching strategies r an ivity apprOach.
After expennaental testing of the program it was onckuded that

12 -hour workshop actively involving teat rs in estimating and measur-
ing activities s adequate (54), and that workshops stressing such activity

14
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strategies are the most successful (17) .Some of the various in-service strata es suggested during the Metric
Study's Education Conference (90) inchide ,

. ,
1 A half-day ,worksho on the advantages and disadvantagds of the

metric, system a its basic units, followed by five to eight
Mo-hour sessions with% master teacher to get practical experience in
using nietncs .

7. Broadcasts of four to six videotapes (20-30 minutes long) based on
successful teaching experiments, each f011owed immediately by an
hdur of measurement activities, and two meetings with an instructor
to clarify teaching strategies and provide further activities This
training would take place overtwo weeks and Sould be supplemented
with monthly broadcasts in the same format

3 A gradual type of approach with workshops conducted half a day
each week throughout the school /ear .

Jon L Higgins (41) outlines a plan for'teachers to left metrics that
directly parallels strategies suggested for students TeiscOrs would begin
working with arbitrary. nonstandard measurement units to see the need
for standard measurements, and then move to multiples and subdivisions
of these arbitrary units, becoming involved in selvfinkthe apprOpriate
unit fox, the task at hand' Instruction on metrics utilizing units of length
and area would then follow ,In this jway, the teachers would become
familiar with the relation s of the meter, deciineter, and centimeter
and then the millimeter a ilometer finally, the teachers would move

or
to units of volume and mass, learning the interrelationships 'among all
three types of metric measurement - .

But who is to provide this instruction to the individual teacher') The
National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) points,up the need for
leadership training to'be given to selected teachers, perhaps as part of
existing college programs for science teachers, who would in turn train
local in-service groups. (90) The idea of a teacher-of-teachers approach
in such an ever - broadening pyramid extending down to the local elemen-
ttry Khoo] level is recurrent throughout the literature

Certainly, college and university departments of teacher education can
carry-out an' important function in training individuals In a survey
reported by Edward Kabakjian (52) of 50'inchistnal arts, 48 vocAorial ,
education. and 48 home economics teacher preparation departpnts;

. .
respondents felt the respolitmity for -metric preservice and in-service '
education should lie with the teacher education department. ".

17
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John R Lindbeck,(56I outlines a number of recommendations relative

to tndustnal arts teacher education, but which could have application in

an othefield.

1 One person in the teac'herr, education department should become a.

metric expert on all aspects of the system, collecting metric informa7'

Lion andmatenals,, atiendingappropNate conference's. and helping

other faculty members becoine metrically competent

2 The department should train itself and then provide pre servi cd educa-

tion for its students.
3 ..The department should 'assume regional leadership for in-service

training. plann'ing programs designed to meet teacher needs. Met-

ric awareness programs to make teachers cognizant of impending

hange, issues, and educational needs would be folloted by actual

in-service training. through workshop,. summer programs. semi-

' nars, and regular course offenngs

4 The department should employ qualified consultants a"9.-ecled to

work with the faculty to be sure -the metricspte'rn is under400d and

A
used properly "

As an example of hoW such a firogrim would /work. Lindbeek de-

scnbed the Cenlei for Metric Education and Studies at Western Michig an

University, which(Organized an advisory group of,metnc educators from

many: fields. 'to, prepare group members twwork)wyh teachers and

t cher educators in preervice And in-service training programs, the

oup underwent six two-hokir training seminars. Theo members wenr'on

to speak to education groups, hold teacher education seminars, vniork whits

school districts' model programs, and teach summer-abaseswhile still

continuing to meet fo.share and evaluate experiences and ritaten4 and to

continue their Studies
. -

Another important factor in leacher .preparation is the professional

association Chalupsky and Crawford (19) see the education association

, in particular as esernflg aposinve force in bringing ab;ut a smootlkmetnc

conversion, and Heliren (40)encourages teachers to join those organiza-

.eons that will-prqvIde them with.raFtnc information, source4 of instruc-
.

hongl aids, and news on teaching developments Of the rt;pondtng

itr. Aepartments'in the resurvey portedigy Kabakpah(52), 84% hoped that

professional associations would assume a leadership', roll" inNtrataing

teachers, leading'-to the author's recommendation that associations

should develop guidelines for pteserwice and in-servicetrainihg. develop
I ,

.
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instructional aids and matenals as models for individual sdepartmenls to
dupliCate, hold state an national workshops for teacher educators, and
provide workshops for their state' as-sociab6ns. As an example, NEA is

committed to help teachers go metric through publishing articles in
Todav' s Educatronand participating in meetings on 'metric pducation;

.(24)

Cuiriculum

0

Before looking at necessary changes in the cumculium resultingfrorti
metnc conversion, it is helpful tki examine firstthe cirrent status pf metric ,+ ,

3 ' i

educatnin . .

Apparently most stydents ad belirg.exposed-to metncs to some'eptent ... l.r,
-Dunng the 1970 Education Conference NS-b4 repOrted that few eleme.2- . '1

tary science progrtms used only tfiti customary .systetn,lh-at Most recent -

junior high programs used the metric syitem predommarrtly.or, exclu-
sively. and that themetnc system "vas.used almost ekcWively in tlFgh
school biology, chemist,fy,"abd physics (90) Side That time, a number of ,

,state haye begun metric education Progiarri. s in the schOols and a number .

Of metnc research p0piects haylrbeen.funded .

- Id 1972 the Hawaii State Legislature requested, the Uttiversity -*
Hawaii's College of EducationlO design asilot prokralit 'for teaclting
metrios, with the hoop of complete conversion in the schools by 19,8-70 .

(17, 54) And in 1973 the ylaryland Statelkard of Vucation acroptedcthe
policy of complete conversion to metrics lathe schools between 1974 and
1980. (17',' 71) By rdld-19741 49 states had some type, of formal metric
instruction in ,the pyblic"Nchoolst 6 states had latvs directing action on
metric instruction, and.13,state Licitrds of edudation had adopted -"go --..
metre' resolutions (19)

Among the metric research programs funded through the U S. OfDce"
.of Education (USQE) are two tirojects at the Center for Metric EduOtion *, ...

(later replaced by the'Center for Metnc E.ducation and Studies) at West- ..,
ern Michigan University. one on conversion in vocational. educetion.
including development of bilingual packages and matenals lot the Wag-
'capped: and one to develop prtservice and in-service training:Majenpls

s
for industnal-vocational teachers The Ohio State-University Was given a

.

three-yearUSOE contract to design instructional matenals in vocational
and technical education and to hold regional training workshops; and the
North Carolina Department of PublicInstruction was funded through,

(.." A

t. , 17,

1 1j ,

. :
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ES EA to develop an overail plan and working modelsfor metric trans'-
. 4.

ton in such areas as curriculum and staff development and coordination
with other sectors 4 society

In 1973 the National Science Foundation contracted with the Univer-
sity of Minnesota to study alternative strategies for metric instruction,
and the Mathematics Basic, Skills Development Project of the Mm-
neapolis Public Schools has created instructional materials, objectives,
tests, and enrichment activities for grades 7 thr9ugh 12

Of 'particular importance was the USOE-sponsored Interstate Consor-
tium on Metric Education, directed by the Mathematics Education Task
Force of the California State Department of Education Begun in 1974,
the Consortium sought 'to develop'' uniform policies and schedules-for
adoption of "tlits and instructional inatenals, teacher training, and im-
plementation of metric programs through a sene; of workshops for states
with central or. state -level text adoption laws or policies. Of the 27 srates
and temtones participating, all.agreed to introduce supplementary metric
materials in the schools by 1977 and to have texts and materials with, the
metric system as the-pnmary system available in the schopls by .1979,
with the transition 'virtually coniptete by 1980

Certainly these and other current*programs should/be concerned with
correcting the shortcomings of pro;lous metric instruction NEA has
pointed out such faults as the bpef and superficial coverage given metrics
at the elementary level aritItctretment as a system "some people use.
(90) Herren (40) also concludes,that because the metric system has not
beeh studied as'a system by itself, people are not learning to think" in
metric terms. Many texts have provided only a single instructional unit on
metrics, usually involving only conversion exercises, and since this unit
is often-at the end of the text, it is seldom taught.

Conversionito the metric system gives educators a, chance to look
carefully at the cumculUm as a whole SO that teaching and learning of
metric units'will be combined with better ways of teaching and learning
measurement. Higgins (43) reports.tha4research has shown that teaching
measurement is more complex than has commonly been assumed; and
that success requires certain prereciiiisiteskills'and undergandings'on the
part of the students The cumculymmust be planned to-introduce approp-
riate concepts at the proper educatiO41 levels apd to develop necessary
background knowledge sn students can move smoothly through. the
metric learning, process

Based on Piagetian" type tests-, participants in HaWaiils pilotetrics
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program concluded that students do not possess concepts necessary
Ito upderstand measurement untileihe third grade. Thus, readiness
!measurement activities should be used in kindergarten and first and
second grades, with fora' measurement insteuctioa begring in the
third grade and operational understanding being achieved by tl'ie end of
the sikth grade. (54) Development pf such concepts as "more," "less,"
"bigger," "smaller' etc., and of the principles of transitivity, additiv-
ity,, anckeonservation,or example, must take place early lo Jaya founda-
tion for later understanding of measurement and the metric system.

AnOther important cumcular change will be the earlier introduction of
decimals. with reinfbrcement of the place value system, needed to work
with metric units Students must be able to understand and compute with

`decimals, but until now dItcimals have usually been studied after common
fractions, As Alan R Osborne (83) points out, a Curriculum that moves
directly from whole- mber or integer concepts to decimals must be
created and evaluatedidecause fractions would be used' considerably
less, they would receive less treatmlt However, they Could ndt be

eliminated completely beOuse, as Osborne states. students must under-
stand nondecimal fractions in order to understand fractional numbers in,
alr forms

In NSTA's report to the Education Conference it was noted-that

Little is known about the effectiveness ofvanous methods of teaching the
metric system to anyoneteachers or students. There is a great need for a
program of research td dete,rmine the best ways of teaching the metric
system and ways of evaluating understanding and performance in the use
of it. In the absence of research findings, it is believed that the most
effective method for adults is to provide.a concentrated period of time in
which they leavehoth extensive and intensive experience in the Oactical
use of the metric system in a wide variety, of physical measurefnents and
In problem solving (90)

Application of the principlebf actively involving the learner in the metric
system is emphasizedby many educators. Be5ause learning to measure Is
a gradual process: that is directly related to the students' experiences.
instructional activities in the theory and application of metrics should
relate to concrete exanThles Marilyn N. Suydam (97) concludes that
before students can underefand any system of-measure, they must have
experiences in measuring, and Osborne (83) calls for frequent application
Otmetncconcepts and skills in realistic problem situations, since many
teachers find this use factor highly motivating' Participants in Hawaii's
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pilot program also found students thoroughly enjoyed measurement ac-
tivities (54) George ley Bright and Carolann Jones (15) also conclude
that metric knowledge develops from use of the units, from repeated
practice over a long period' of time, providing the necessary skill and
confidence .

Completely QM/Diving students in the metric system is particularly
important dun ng the transition period to develop what Osborne (83) calls
"metric intuition As he points out, students require a perceptual base
for learning because meaningful ex peiience stems in pail from familiarity
with the perceptual environment; the more familiar the 4stimuli , the
greater the likelihood that students will experience meaningful learning.
But because students may get little experience with use of metrics outside
the classroom until conversion is virtually complete throughout society',
the teacher cannot assume familiarity with the system and must supple-
ment the students' experiences by constant exposure/to metrics in all
subject areas As a n umber bf groups including NEA and'NSTA (90) have
pointed out, the major difficulties students will face in 'earwig and using
the metre system effetively will result from the fact that it is encoun-
tered only in the classroom and not in daily living, when the'rnetnc system
becomes our primary system of measurement, students should expen-
enCe, no significant problems with learning it.' Constant exposure ;to
metncs will lead to the famitianty that allows for a smooth metno
transition.

Perhaps the most important goal of teaching the metric system is to
'orient students to think completely in metric terms and to de-emphasize
any type of conversion or relationship between the metric and customary
systems; It was noted at the EdUcation Conference that children in
elementary grades learned the metric system easily because they knew
little of the customary system and experienced little of the "interference"
that students familiar with customary units did. (90) in working with
fourth graders, Bright and Jones (15) found conversion between systems
created confusion and dislike of metrics.

Chalupsky and Crawford (19) conclude that reliance on conversion
impedes instruction and that dual labeling of items in metric and custom-
ary units is a false comfort that can.block new learning However, Larry
R Miller (69) find's dual 'dimensioning to be an acceptable' instructional
technique to create awareness. While both metric and customary umts are
used during the transition dents may need to become familiar with
some rule -of -thumb orapximate conversions,'but teachers should
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always avoid exact and corn-plex-con version factors that will generally be
used only by technicians -

Related to this isothe limiting of conversion within the metric system to
commonly used units adjacent in size As the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Metric Implementation Committee
(76) points out, it would not generally be useful, for example. for students -

to convert millimeters to meters
One method proposed for getting students to think metric is the use of

activities involving estimation oitpeasurements Bright and Jones ( 15)
fine such activities motivate accuracy as students want to venfy their
guesses, help develop concepts of multipld, and aid in developing spatial
visualization NCTM (76) sees estimating as a means of:developing
meaning and giv ng students a feeling for metric units

A final pnnc of metric instruction is utility Students should be
tadght only what they are able to grasp and what they needto know_
whether for daily living, employment, or further schoolingat the ap-
propriate educational level According to NCTM (76), only the com-
monlyus ultiples and subdivisions with their prefixes should bee
studied; it s

frn

better to learn the basic units thoroughly Units and their
prefixessshouldbcotroduced gradually at the point they will be used, and
students should not,have to memorize complete tables of units that as yet
have no meaning to thenif A complete overview of all the metric units
should be presented only to older students to show the orderliness of the
system and its relation tmeration. (97) .

All these instructional principles can be employed in'the cumculum
through Appropnate instructional activities. A number of writers
amongamong them, Stlydam (97) And Vincent J. Hawkins (39):-iie proposed
sequences of metric instruction, and the general aspects of these and other
sequences will now be related to actual instructional activities.

The first steps at the elementary level should be to expose students to
metric units every day and to begin to foster'the skills and underStandings
needed for later measurement instruction Students can be introduced to
concepts of size, for example, by. sovig and matching objects, placing
them in order by size, and compaAg objects by iteratien to relate
measunpg to emoting (97) Higgins (43) also proposes comparisons of
three objects to illustrate transitivity; Making indirect comparisons be-
tween two objects using a third, larger object; adding lengths, areas,
volumes, and masses to illustrate additivity; and transforming the shapes
elfsobjects for comparison purposes to show conservation.
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Tie next step generally suggested is he extension of the concepts of
rneasuremenj using nonstandard, a ary units (15, 76, 97) for estimat-
ing and measuring faMitiar objects to show' the need for a common
siandard and to learn to select units appropnate to the objects being
measured At this point, measuring between limits using arbitrary units
shows the apprwirnate nature of measurement and the need for suraller
units for increased accurac'. By showing the.logic and ease of calcula-
tions with units that relate to our decimal system. the.teacher is now ready

to introduce the metric system and the instruments used R., measure each

type of unit. (43) ,
Educators generally agree that metric linear measure should be ought.

firstbecause it is the basic unit from which unit's of volume and mass are
derived and because it is the easiest to understand and apply. (90) But
there appears to be disagreement over the basic unit to beused. Suydam
(97) prefers the centimeter over the meter at the primary level because
younger students donot understand hundreds and find it difficult to .
handle a meter stick, Hawkins (39) would introduce meters and mfilimet-

ars as early as the third grade; NCTM476) would begin with thecentime-
ter -or decimeter at the primary level, although themeter shibuld be

introduced', Tommie A West (110) recommends the decimster for pri-
mary grades because of its convenient size and the availability of
decimeter-length materials'.

Although the activities for teaching metric length and area are caned,
many educators believe that students should begin with estimating West

(110) suggests estimating by sorting objects into categories, searching the
classroom for objects of given lengths, and guessing body measurements.
Then such estimates would be verified, and actual body. measurements.
for example, might be recorded on a bar graph. (54, 87) A possibility in
addition to estimating and measunng common objects about the class-
room and playground would be type of metric spelling bee: each child
would measure and label several items in advance and then teams would
attempt to estimate the metric measurements. (93) Students also might
rbeasure the classroom or playground and then prepare a map on graph

papa, labeling the metric dimensions. (54)
In introducing units of mass, students could develop thetr understand-

ing of lighter, heavier, and so on, by sorting objects accbrding to weight
and then verifying with a metric balance, Actual estimation plays less of a
role with weight than with linear units, because guessing weight is more
difficult and requires more maturity. (76) Suydam (97) suggests begin-
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ning with the kilogram because it is easier to handle than the
andNCTM (76) would use the kilogram in the upper pnmarY grades and the

gram in the middle grades
Similar activities would be used in introducing units of capacity. Here

there is generally more a'greement that the liter would be the basic unit
(76, 97, 110) with the milliliter introduced in the middle grades Students
would be given opportunities to fudge the capacity of containers, I&
example, and then to venfy their guesses by actually filling the
containers.

Also (aught withurthe metnc system would be the concepts of time,
using the hour and the minute, and- Celsius temperature, the latter of
which NCTM (76) concludes can be introduced at any level Students
could become familiar with Celsius temperature at an early age if, y
William W K Freeman (33) suggests, teachers post the Celsius tempera-
ture daily together with a descriptive word such as hot, mild, bitter cold,
etc , based on a combination of temperature, humidity, and seasonal and
wind chill factors

Abo4Phe elementary grades, the basic knowledge of metrics is
expanded and given wider application in specific subject areas Suydam
(97) presents the following as appropriate objectives through the second-
ary level:

1 Developing relationships between measurements and between their
prefixes; and converting from one metric measure to another, stress-
ing decimal relationships

2 Introducing metnc symbols, stressing correct usage, and emphasiz-
ing those for area and volume having superscripts

3 Measunng objects to the nearest millimeterr milliliter, and gram,
and developing the idea of,meArement accuracy and significant
digits

4. Introducing computations with metric units, and working with these
,units to solve problems on area, perimeter, volume, time, tempera-
ture, etc.

5. Introducihg metric units for problems involving Mice, pressure,
work power, and so on as needed in mathematics, science, and
vocational courses.

Hawkins' (39)tnstructional sequence generally follows the same pro-
gression of giving metrics more difficult applications in such subjects as
geometry, tngonometry, chemistry, and physics.

2.5
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The metric system can, and:should, be related to essentially every
subject area offered in junior and senior high schools. As described by
Caravel la (17):

. .
1. Mathematics courses would be the primary source of metric kOwl-

edge to be employed in specific science courses
2 English and foreign language classes could discuss the vocabulary

and symbols of the SI
3 Social studies courses wouldruse metrics in statistics, and might

discuss the history of the system, metric legislation, andthe system's
intesnational use and impact.

4 Home economics courses world begin cooking and sewing with
metric measures (Although cooking could still be done by voluMe
rather thaii weight, Marianna Z. Cochran (22) indIcates"that cooking
by weight helps to illustrate the Value of working with whole num-
bers and to foster. greater accuracy.)

.5 Vocational education courses would work with -metric units. (One
project described by Roy S. Hinrichs (45)building a model racing
car after appropriate metric instructionadds the motivation of
compete e to metric instruction )

6 pusinesand art courses would use metric paper
i

7. Physical education classes would use metric units for weights and
distances.

An txample of Wow all these activities might be coordinated in a middle
schoci pprogram is presented by Thomas R Morehouse and Edwin
Schoonmaker (70) In s.king an interdisciplinary approach to giving
student a workinglcjiowledge of metric units, It was decided to hold a
",rrietnc' month,' with each department contributing: mathematics stu-
dents measured the entire school in metric units, science students used
metrics in all experiments and observations; English classes discussed
metric terminology and used these terms in creative writing; social
studies classes studied thehistory and sociopolitical aspects of metrics
and conversion; home economics students used metrics in measuring and
cooking; art students made metric posters for local stores and decorated
school bulletin boards; music classes prepared metric verses for popular
songs; And physical education classes held ea three-day olympics contest
using metric units. The authors concluded that the prograrnnot only gave
students familiarity with metrics, but also created much enthusiasm.
Similar endeavors at all educational levels would undoubtedly make

A
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students more gomfortablew;fh metric units until conversion is complete
throughout society.

Instructional Materials
To carry out the instructional objectives of a metnc cumculum certain

equipment and supplies will be needed (111) Expendituivs are almost
inevitable, but teachers mtist keep in mind instructional.as well as
monetary factors in deciding what must be purchased and what can be
improvised or made by teachers and,§tudents from materials on handr

Since it is not thexurpose of this report to recommend specificinstra -

tional matenals, some practical guidelines, for selecting suth materials
are outlined for the clpsroom teacher. West (110) cautions against using

commercial metes sticks with younger children because they give too
much information, and Ma rbara Ppttinger (87) finds many current mate-
nals too advanced for third graders. The advantage of using audiovisual
matenals, particularly' until conversion is complete, is stressed,* Lorne
B Mackay (58) because, they can be produced more quickly and in
smaller izstructional segnients than complete texttooks senes, kir exam-,
ple, and because they can be rented rather than purchased.

Higgins (42) points out that metric materials will probably be more
expensive than ,customary materials for some time to come,, and hence,
recommends that teachers purchase softie good-quality materials to use as

'. metric standards and improvise to meet the rest of their needs. Many
educators, however, warn of the importance of evaluating commercial
materials carefully before purchase Chalupsky and Crawford (19) relate
the experience of Great Britain and other countries in Donverting to
metrics:

The intense demand for metric materials generales a fltSod of inaccurate.
and inadequate products. Matenals produced under presWre to meet the
new dtmands frequently contain senous errors They are often unsuitable
for classroom use and are not related to any explicit teaching/leAtiing
objectives. A common oversight overseas was the failure to provide for
materials evaluation until classrooms were loaded with ineffective and
error-laden junk. The U.$ appears to be heading rapid) toward a similar
plight, There is a rising tide of new matenals but a"*eneral lack of
evaluation efforts. As overseds staffs became expenenced in metric
instruction, they discovered' many ways to, produce inexpensive,
teacher-made, frnd studentrmade materials. For glee, it was a slow

,
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tnal-and-error process. U S. educators can capitalize on this achieves
ment

at Hawkins (1,8tisconcerned thatimatenals producers may become too
rushed in attempting to fill the increasing demand for metric aids and may
thus becomeiareless, proupding inaccurate and incomplete materials that
might not besultable for use with students. T. K. Muell (71) advises

that "the purchase of very many. materials will tibt Be necessary.
lfanger exists in the acceptanceof the time-honored pressure to buy
expensive teaching aids of questionable value when items whtch we have

around us in everyday, life are available." . '
As a means of -ensunng that purchased materials will readily aid the

teacher and the student, ChalUpsky (18) suggests evaluating them in
terms-of their technical accuracy, the quality of thelimaterials'and their

ment skills, the promotion
1

, construction, the instructional effectiveness d the validity and testing
of the materials, the development of rpesur
of metric awareness and a favorable attitude toward the system, the
interest and difficultly levels, the freedom from reliance on conversion
between systems, and the adequacy of accompanying teaching guides.

Donovan (29) reports that results in Great Britain's primary grades
with student-made metric equipmenrsuch as cardboard meter sticks were
favorable. The Suggested Readings contain numerous ideas and instruc-
tions for creating the metric materials needed, particularly at the elemen-

tary level. Among them are the following:
Length and area: Adding machine or cash register tapes an becut into

. meter lengths and folded into 10 parts to make decimeters. Ameter board
one centimeter thick, onedecimeter wide, and one meter long can be
fabricated and then Split into decimeter segments linked with magnets so
it can be stacked as a cdic decimeter or liter. Cinsenaire rods, already in

Vv. many clasSrooms, are one centimeter square and one to ten centimeters
long; makiah/hem handy hieasuring tools for younger students. Louie
Viets (108) describes the,eontents.of a kit of metric units students can
collect or take including a string or ribbon one meter long, decimeter-
long soda', raws strung on a Meter-long piece of yarn, and a cardboard

meter stick. To help students esmate area, the teacher can take graph
paper with two-millimeter sqUares and rule off square centimeters so the

sheets can be placed over the objects to be estimated.
Weight and mass: Betause the gram is a fairly smalt unit, many older

balancemay not be sensitive enough to weigh grams with accuracy
good metric balance cannot be borrowed ft'oma sciencs. claAsroom,
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HigginS (42) *vides instructions for buildiag a simple and inexpensive
balance, and weights such as nickels, weighing five grams, and paper
clips, weighing one gram, can be used. The classroom abounds with
familiar objects that the students can weigh, or items might beebroughti
from home

Volume and capacity: Since the bottom of a half-gallon milk carton is a
square decimeter, it can be cut to make a cubic decimeter or liter measure
Plastic jugs, buckets, or cups can be marked in deciliter units or liter
units, and test tubes can be calibrated in milliliters fcir older students
Common matenals such as sand and nce can be used to fill the containers
as the students estimate and measure capacity.

Temperature: Fahrenheit thermonieters can be recalibrated to the al-,
sius scale, although Higgins (42) cautions that this approach is useful but
nod ompletely accurate

Ron Fisher (32) suggests developing students' investigative and obser-
vational as well as measurement skills by stocking a "measurement
corner" of the classroom with such materials and suggested activities

One type of metnc instructional aid deserving special attention is the
metnc game Educational games,have increased in populanty because of
both effectiveness and motivation>5.6erHk Trueblood and Michael
Szabo (101) discuss seven steps developed by elementary teachers to be
followed in creating metnc games.

1. Wnte down the skills the student is to learn, such as observing,
measuring, or classifying.

2. Develop the materials for the game, keeping them simple and rela-
tively sturdy

3. Wnte down the rules and procedures forthe game. (This is essential
to the self-instructional nature of the game.) They should be simple
and straightforward to keep the game moving.

4 Decide how feedback will be handleda key feature in an educa-
tional gape because of its motivational as well as instructional
impactf-sincethe students want.to verify their answers. Also, decide
how students will record diagnostic information for future evalua-
tion.

564 Providvn 'element of chance to create suspense for players.
Selecreatures that can be,altered easily tovary the focus of the'
game.

7. Fihd out how students react to the game and evaluate the learning that
results from it
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As an example of the application of these procedurts, the authors
describe a game designed, 01 give, students practice with estimation,
measurement, and computation Equipment includes a game board With
squareson which the students advance their markerk by rolling dice three
sets of numbered task cards (one for each of the previously mentioned
skills) with answers and points to be awarded on the,, b'ack, a ,rnetnc
balance, common objects weighing between one and seven kilograms,
and student record cardsI"Two to six players rollthe dice, and advance
around the board,, ,selecting a task card from the stack, indicated by the
square in which they land If the task is doze correctly, the student enters
the number of the task, the answer, and the points received on her/his
record card. The first player to circle the bdard wittrthe most points wins.
Feedback is immediate since answers are providedton the4ask cards.
Record cards are even to the teacher to help her/him evaluate both the
Progress of the players and the effectiveness of eacTh of the tasks. Sus-
pense is added Since students get extra points, 4ose points, or move
forward or backward when they land on certain squares.The game also
can be altered by adding new task cards f orestimati on, measurement, and

computation with linearand area measurement
Pottinger (87) also has made use of metric games as part of a metric

"lab" culminating an instructional unit on metrics; in fact, one of the
activities was adually,making some of the games. Among the game's used
were a card game involving memory to match metric equivalents and
picturt.hoard games with measurement activitiesand problems to solve
PottiifEr found that such exercises helped students see the relationships
betweti units of measurement, improved their ability to estimate, and
increased their enthusiasm
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